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1. Post-Roman/pre-abbey construction

la Anglo-Saxon church
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2. Construction of abbey, early 12th century-early
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3. Use of abbey, early 13th-early 16th century

3a robbing & pits outside west front, courtyard
and ditch

3b repairs to undercroft
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3d pit, BP 119
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4. Demolition and robbing of abbey, early 16th-17th
4a robbing pre-rubble
4b primary rubble deposits
4c pits and robbing through rubble

5. Garden activity, 17th and 18th century
Sa garden features
5b redeposited rubble
5c rubbish pits pre-1710

6. Earll' to mid 18th-century pits
6a pit BP I 4
6b stone structure and drain, BP I
6c late rubble spreads, BJ XIV 2, late 18th-19th

century
6d late stony layer, BP I 8

ROMAN BUILDINGS BENEATH THE ANGLO-SAXON
CHURCH AND MEDIEVAL ABBEY

J. Keely and L. Viner

During excavation Roman artefacts were frequently
encountered in medieval levels and when time
permitted the Roman deposits were examined. In
1964 only one trench was taken down to, and
through, Roman levels (64 BK I), but in 1965 and
1966 time allowed for a more detailed examination of
the Roman stratigraphy lying beneath the Saxon and
medieval churches, particularly in areas 65 BK, BL,
BM, BN, BP, BT, and BV.

Inevitably the Roman levels were much disturbed
and many relationships destroyed by substantial
Anglo-Saxon and medieval wall foundations. A
detailed discussion of the excavated Roman
structures, finds and pottery has been published
elsewhere (McWhirr 1986, 222-33).

The area chosen for the Anglo-Saxon church and
medieval abbey straddled two insulae of the former
Roman town of Corinium Dobunnorum, XXV and

XXVI, lying in the north-eastern sector of the walled
town (McWhirr 1986, fig. 2).

Building XXV. I (figs. 5 and 10)
The structural remains belonging to the Roman
period found beneath the eastern part of the abbey
church in insula XXV represented a courtyard
building. At least four rooms of the west wing were
uncovered with indications of further rooms to the
east and south (fig. 10, areas 65 BK, BL and BM).
The rooms and associated verandah were ranged
around a courtyard, the inner wall of which was
decorated with wall plaster painted to resemble
marble. The courtyard wall itself was formed of
massive stylobate blocks which originally carried
pillars set at regular intervals.

The west side of the building lay parallel to the
assumed line of street XXV/XXVI. The remains of
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two drains were found, one of which (in BM IV/V)
may have linked with the drain found to the west on
sites BN and BY. The robber-trench of this
stone-lined drain cut through the gravel surfaces of
the street. The second, a brick-lined drain in BM III,
may have been a drain alongside the street. Evidence
(undated) of structural alterations was found in
several places and there are indications to suggest an
earlier building on the site.

Dating evidence for the construction of the courtyard
building was sparse. Several walls cut through earlier
floor and make-up levels containing pottery dated no
later than the 1st century.The layercut by the stylobate
blocks contained pottery of probable 3rd-centurydate.
This evidence could be taken to indicate that the
verandah wall was a later addition to the building.
Alternatively, in the absence of closer dating evidence,
it could be taken as the terminus post quem for the
construction of the whole building.

The dark earth covering all Roman levels in
trenches 64 BK I, BL I, BL II and BL V and the fill of
several robber trenches contained pottery generally
dating to after AD 350/370. Coins recovered from
these deposits included issues of Gratian, Valentinian
I and II and Arcadius. This suggests that these sealing
levels began accumulating during the second half of
the 4th century and into the 5th, by which time the
building had probably been abandoned.
Alternatively, these levels could represent
redeposited mate.tial for levelling-up prior to
Anglo-Saxon building work.

Building XXVI. I (figs. 5 and 11)
The destruction of Roman contexts in insula XXVI
by Anglo-Saxon and medieval structures was even
greater west of the street XXV/XXVI than it had
been to the east in insula XXV. Phasing of wall
construction was difficult and the walls shown on the
plan (fig. 11) cannot all have been in use at the same
time. The differences in alignment of the walls in this
area also made it difficult to be certain of their
relationship one with another.

Those walls in trenches BN I and II, with
associated hypocaust system, clearly belonged to a
structure fronting onto street XXV/XXVI. Two
rows of pilae survived set in a grey clay layer.
Charcoal, ash and black soil filled the hypocaust
channels while tile and tesserae found in the
overlying layers suggest that the floor above had
been tessellated. It is probable that the walls in
trenches BN IV, V, VIII and BT II also belonged to
this structure although walls in one area were not
aligned exactly with walls in the other. Furthermore,
there was evidence to suggest later structural
alterations. Disparate lengths of drains were
associated witb the structure and it may be that they
ran under tbe building as in building XXV. 1. The
partially robbed-out drain in BN IV can probably be
linked with that in BM IV/V. Its fill contained
pottery belonging to the second half of the 4th
century and coins of post AD 388 date, together with
a single sherd of possible Anglo-Saxon or
Saxo-Norman date (EN IV 36, fabric 255).

The short sections of walls seen in trenches BV I
and BV II may have belonged to a separate structure
west of the one containing tbe hypocaust, since tbey
were on a different alignment. However, this does
not preclude the possibilitythat all the walls found in
this insula may have belonged to the same building.

Dating evidence for the construction of the wallsis
again sparse but it suggests that building began
during or soon after the late 1st century, judging by
the lack of obvious 2nd-century pottery types in any
of the construction levels, although a later date
cannot be ruled out. Floor sequences found in the
south of trench BN IV dated to after c. AD 120,
while material sealing tbe hypocaust suggests that it
was in use in the 2nd-3rd centuries. In the west of
the area an "pus signinum floor, unrelated to any
structural features, was laid down after AD 250/270.

Residual Roman finds
The Roman pottery and small finds recovered from
post-Roman levels are fully recorded in archive,
available for consultation on application to the
Corinium Museum, Cirencester.

The study of the Roman pottery could draw few
conclusions from such an amorphous group of
residual pottery and any discernible characteristics
are unlikely to have much significance. However, a
number of comments may still be made. Taking the
groups (defined by trench assemblage) overall there
was a slightly higher proportion of 1st and
2nd-century grey wares than those coarse ware types
characteristic 0 f the 3rd and 4th centuries, yet there
were more fine wares belonging to the later period
than the earlier one. There was just a handful of
vessels characteristic of the military period while
products typical of the later 4tb century were also
few in number, particularly local copies of B.B.!
forms which are usually relatively common in
stratified 4th-century contexts in Cirencester.

One might also have expected larger numbers of
rnortaria which were not frequent in any of the
groups and which were mostly from the Oxfordshire
potteries. The disparity in tbe quantities of samian
recovered from each site is also difficult to explain
since it is not known what factors may have possibly
influenced its retrieval - factors such as partial
recovery during excavation and discarding during the
initial stages of sorting.

One consistent characteristic of all the groups of
residual pottery is the predominance ofB.B.! vessels,
which serves to emphasise the tremendous
importance of this industry in all but the earliest and
latest groups of Roman pottery in Cirencester and
elsewhere.

With regard to residual Roman small finds, 117
Roman coins were noted in post-Roman deposits,
compared with 21 from Roman levels published by
Richard Reece (in McWhirr 1986, 230). In date they
ranged from issues of Claudius I (AD 41-54) to
House of Theodosius (AD 383-451), and, as would
be expected, a site plot shows a concentration in
areas corresponding to deepest disturbance of
Roman levels in areas BK, BL, BN and BT.

\
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10. Plan of Roman Building XXV.I
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11.Plan of Roman Building XXVI.1 ,
Fourth-century issues accounted for 87% of the total
identified by Richard Reece.

Of the Roman brooches studied by Don Mackreth,
the three residual finds were a Colchester Derivative,
a Trumpet/Unclassified and a Zoomorphic flat plate
brooch in the shape of a fish. Other recognisably
Roman finds in residual contexts included spoons,
nail cleaners, a pair of tweezers, a spatula, rings,

bracelets (allmade of copper alloy), and glass beads.
The builders of the Anglo-Saxon church used

quantities of Roman masonry in the foundations of
their church, blocks of a size and quality of finish
that would suggest their origin in a prestigious public
building. A fragment of a Roman tombstone was
found in 1966, as filling in a foundation trench for
the Anglo-Saxon church (Hassall1973, 211, fn. 2).




